
Winner of the

Gordon Harris
Online Watercolour Competition 2018

Auckland Viaduct, Studio Greys
by Amanda Brett

Judges’ comments: Rigging and ironwork combine 
to form an interesting arrangement of shapes on the 
paper against a backdrop of soft greys. It’s a clever dem-
onstration of how the use of imagination can turn an 
unlikely subject into a good picture.

Amanda: I started with a thumbnail value drawing, 
then applied a simplified sketch to my watercolour 
paper. Painting in ‘en plein air style’ i.e. top down, 
I started with mixes of greys (phthalocyanine blue, 
alizarin crimson and burnt sienna), warmer hues gra-
dating into cooler and sometimes painting with clean 
water, all this around planned whites. Once the shine 
had left the paper I splashed in some light value spat-
ter and continued to paint stronger washes. For parts of 
the ‘office’ and fishing boat I used colour straight from 
the tube. I painted in some dark figures and scrubbed 
out some lighter value shapes. While the paper was still 
damp I had the freedom of soft edges and more spatter. 
I started to add accents of raw sienna, cerulean blue and 
splashes of white gouache. When it was close to dry, I 
made some final hard edges and added calligraphy 
marks to seal the deal.
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From the President
We’ve recently returned from our annual trip to the South Island 
which culminated in the Watercolour New Zealand outdoor 
painting safari to Kaikoura. 
Friends in Christchurch told us over lunch how they had attended 
a University of the Third Age lecture on art where the presenter’s 
thesis was that in order to be worthwhile, art had to carry a political 
message. I couldn’t help but think that the political art produced in 
Soviet Russia, Hitler’s Germany and Mao Tse Tung’s China wasn’t 
exactly distinguished and that it would be drawing a very long 
bow to claim that the Mona Lisa, the statue of David, the paintings 
of Rembrandt, Vermeer, Velasquez, the French Impressionists or 
Rodin’s sculpture are in any way political.
However, ideology and ideas of what truly is art will always be with 
us. There will always be some art critics and academics who think 
that they alone are the arbiters of what is, and what isn’t, real art.
The American critic Theodore F. Wolff put it very well in his book 
The Many Masks of Modern Art:
‘For sheer arrogance of attitude in matters pertaining to art, and 
for pure dogmatic self-assurance on issues of creative theory, 
I doubt that there has ever been another period like 1952-58 in 
American art. The “truth” about art was finally known – and whole 
generations of figurative and old-line non-objective painters 
became nonpersons as far as the art world was concerned. Careers 

ended abruptly or were thwarted for no other reason than that the 
artists concerned were content to paint as they always had...
One began to get the distinct impression in the late 1950s that 
conformity to the prevailing style or styles was all that mattered 
in art, and that the only reason artists painted or sculpted was to 
be accredited as true believers. An art career, for anyone hoping 
to be taken seriously, became as precarious a matter as tightrope 
walking: one slip, one error in judgment, one word of appreciation 
for an artist condemned to professional oblivion, and the aspiring 
artist could be disgraced and his future work ignored.’
Of course elements of such attitudes still persist. My own view 
is that works that need pretentious artist’s statements or waffling 
curatorial “explanations” full of obscure artspeak so that the 
great unwashed can truly understand their meaning have failed 
to communicate to the viewer. There is a strong element of the 
emperor’s new clothes in a good deal of what passes as art 
criticism. We would do well to remember what Edward Hopper 
told an interviewer ‘I would like to say what Renoir said: that 
the important element in a picture cannot be defined, cannot be 
explained – perhaps it’s better.’

John Toft
President, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

A painter of rural New Zealand

Welcome to our new members: 
Penny Kirton (Temuka)

Davina Paverd (Wellington)
Mariee Hayes (Auckland)
Shannon Davey (Marton)
Tracey Vickers (Oamaru)
Stephenie Mason (Napier)
Marianna Luketina (Otaki)

Maria Fairburn (Featherston)
Cullen Hendrix Huggins (Christchurch)

Weihong Jiang (Christchurch)
Gail Timmerman-Vaughan (Rolleston)

Varun Gupta (Wellington)
Chris Hetherington (Wellington)

Wendy Kemp (Wellington)
Catriona Cunningham (Te Anau)

Lynda Scott (Ashburton)
Michelle Male (Stanley Bay)

Rebecca Ngapo (Otorohanga)
Judith Maxim (Wellington)

Amanda Bowers (Christchurch)
Ella Borrows (Hawera)

New Members welcome!   We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new members 
from home and abroad. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities, exhibitions and 
discounts at art stores.    Annual subscription:    Member – $40    Couple – $50    Student (enrolled) – $15

Name  .......................................................................  Address  ..............................................................................

Phone  .......................................................................   ..............................................................................................

Mobile  .......................................................................   ..............................................................................................

Email  .......................................................................   ..................................................... Post code ......................

Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member  ...........................

 President: John Toft 04 934 2699 jdtoft155@gmail.com
 Vice President: Sue Wild 04 526 7304 sue.wildnz@gmail.com
 Vice President: Martin Jenkins 04 479 7608 apdc1@outlook.com
 Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge 04 567 6938 jillhartstonge@xtra.co.nz

Please post with subscription to:
   Membership, Watercolour New Zealand,
   PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand
Watercolour New Zealand Bank Account: 010607-0026637-00

New members who would like a listing in the Artist Directory on our website, please email to: amethystsky@clear.net

Jan Thomson
Interviewed by SUE WILD
Jan Thomson was for many years a city girl, 
working and rearing her family in Wellington. 
Then, she and husband Robbie were “over it”! 
They escaped urban life, moving to an alpine 
area of the South Island – Nelson Lakes. They 
built their home and self-designed studio-gal-
lery in the village of St. Arnaud on the shore of 
Lake Rotoiti. Jan loves to host travellers from 
around the world to her gallery and home. She 
finds a lack of a common language is no bar-
rier when it comes to discussing art.
Jan delights in her house, garden and beautiful alpine environs. Her painting subjects in-
clude the birds, plants, mountains and lakes of her local walks, but also shearers, the family 
motorbike or the quinces she is cooking! It is the light and colour of a subject that draws her 
to paint. She noticed her palette has changed with the shift from cityscapes to landscapes, 
moving to fewer pigments. She enjoys using the quinacradone colours, especially the sien-
na. Her trusted favourite brush is a sable cat’s tongue, with a point and good paint-holding 
quality, purchased years ago from Webster Art Supplies. In her paintings she is working 
toward an element of abstraction, where more is left to the viewer’s imagination.
Flexibility is a feature of Jan’s artistic practise. She paints outdoors and in her studio. She 
selects her medium on site according to her subject – watercolour or acrylic, pen and wash 
or a drawing in a traveller’s sketchbook for future reference. When outdoor painting, speed 
is often a necessary factor. She always takes photos for reference, but finds her on-site sketch 
is usually the preferred basis for a painting. Watercolour is her favoured medium for the 
thrill of the unknown, its transparency and its ability to ‘paint itself ’.
Jan’s first encounter with watercolour came in childhood when 
she received a large gift set of colours. Forty years later she re-
turned to take up art with serious intent. She learned for two 
years with tutor Janet Andrews at Inverlochy Art School in 
Wellington. Janet was president of the Watercolour Society at 
the time and a wonderful mentor. Jan’s first moment of recog-
nition came when she was invited to mount a solo exhibition 
at Naxos Gallery in Hataitai. This show was a near sell-out, 
encouraging her forward. In the years since, she has shown 
works in many galleries in Wellington and Marlborough. Her 
paintings are in collections in Scotland, Dubai, Canada, the 
United States, as well as Australia and New Zealand. Other 
artists who have influenced her progress are Australians, Lucy 
and Barry McCann, Charles Sluga and John Crump. Jan par-
ticularly admires the work of American artist Mary Whyte 
whose portraits have impressive use of light and varied edges.
Living in the relative isolation of the Nelson Lakes gives Jan 
an empathy with the difficulties faced by rural people. She is 
passionate about contributing to the life of country folk. She 
teaches groups around the north and west of the South Island 
and is about to embark on a series of workshops in smaller 
North Island towns. She also teaches for REAP, bringing art 
to rural communities. Jan considers a workshop anywhere in 
New Zealand, anywhere with six enthusiastic people, a dry 
warm space, water and a loo!
The business of running art sales, exhibitions and classes is 
demanding. Jan finds you need to be strong and decisive, even 
hard-nosed. You must market yourself actively. She uses me-
dia with flourish, sharing her sketches, paintings, ideas and 
photos for all to respond and be inspired. She finds it im-
portant to retain a clear idea of your worth and the value of 
your paintings. It is essential to maintain a balance: teaching / 
painting / running a business. Working in a small rural village 
can lead to isolation and turn you towards growing cabbages 
instead!
Jan’s tip: “Trying to control watercolour is like living with a 
cat. Controlling will end in tears. Let it be itself and both will 
be happy.” 

Jan’s website: www.janthomson.co.nz

Watercolour New Zealand Five Day Painting Challenge
Sunday 1st July to Thursday 5th July 2018

Here’s an easy way to keep your brushes wet and colour flowing during a winter week.
The rules are simple:
 •   Do a watercolour painting a day for five days 
 •   Time yourself:  30 minutes maximum for each painting
 •   Photograph or scan and share your painting with others 

Tips:
 •   List your subjects in advance – simple objects or scenes around you
 •  The 30 minutes is for paint application.  You can draw before starting the timer.
 •   You may share with us or simply with a friend.
 •   Paint fast and loose!  Find inspiration for Splash paintings.

If you are keen to play, email us and we will send you details of where to share your work:
bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz   Subject line:  Five day challenge
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Watercolour technique Scams - beware!
In Control of Design 

By JOY DE GEUS
Talking with confidence about your own art is tricky as you are your 
own worst critic. I have no excuse - I started early and realised that 
if I didn’t paint I became crabby! Teaching was an obvious step as I 
do like talking about Art. For this article I have been asked to discuss 
composition and how I go about it. When I talk to Alan Aldridge of 
the Kiwi Arthouse (my mentor) about what makes a painting good, 
we both agree that it has to have ‘zing’. ‘Zing’ is either there or it is not. 
One of the contributing elements is definitely composition, but light 
and colour also play a big part. 
To illustrate how I go about my composition, I will use the paint-
ing Bush Walk as an example. I wanted to do a painting with native 
bush as I love the earthy colours and the way the sunlight plays on 
the foliage. So my oldest daughter and I headed to the Gully beside 
our house. I saw a spot where the light was forcing its way through 
the pungas and knew that it would give my painting that ‘zing’. In the 
composition of the painting, Mabel stands high up on the paper. The 
lines of the foliage under her feet draw your eyes towards the light. 
The punga leaves were scattered haphazardly on the ground, but with 
a few simple adjustments to the lines, I accentuate the direction to 
create a less haphazard design. The detail of leaves and bush turns the 
painting into a mirage of shapes and shades of green and brown and 
the outlines of the areas become blurred because of the excess of light. 
Light is a very dynamic element and because of its temporal quality 
it is well suited to watercolour. It plays with your eyes and makes you 
ask yourself what is really there. I like the way it sometimes makes 
you think you have a blot on your glasses! Once I had an elderly gen-
tleman tell me quite emphatically, that I had missed an area of my 
painting! 
When I find the spot and the moment, I look at the composition and 
decide what I want to emphasise. The painting is often a combina-
tion of many views. This is where a little experience of 5th Form Tech 
drawing comes in handy, as it allows you to incorporate everything 
you want into the painting and still make it look credible. I was also 
lucky to do Perspective Drawing in my Art Degree in Amsterdam, 
and I draw on these skills often in painting and teaching. I always say 
to adults and children that you are in control of your painting. The 
way you define composition and colour use is your own personal sig-
nature. This is what makes your painting interesting and is the luxury 
you have as an artist. 
I started as a Graphic Designer and this can be seen in the illustrative 
detail of my paintings. After training and working in Design for five 
years, I stopped as I felt it was restricting the spontaneity my style. 
However the training in design seems to have stayed with me. I did 
have one of my teachers at Art School say that my style was too ‘virtu-

ous’, and he made me draw for six months with my left hand. A very 
good exercise! When applying colour, I will do this in layers, as I love 
intensity of colour. This can only be attained by first putting a wash 
layer over my paper of the purer lighter colours. Then to get the inten-
sity I desire, I will often use liquid paint out of the tube, which I mix 
on my tray with other colours. I never use black out of the tube as I feel 
this kills colour. My darker colours are always a mix of the other darker 
tints I am using on my painting. I am continually squinting with my 
eyes to maintain the depth of colour appropriate to the area, so that I do 
not lose the contrast of lights and darks so important to the composi-

tion. Technical knowledge is valuable 
and it can give you more control over 
your materials and methods. This has 
always been the goal of my lessons, 
but as Peter Coates said in the last 
newsletter, ‘use of technique is good 
when you are saying something, but 
if you are saying something boring, 
then it is not art’.
I do paint en plein air, but more and 
more I relish the detail I can achieve 
at my painting desk. I can tell the 
story, rather than portraying exactly 
what is there. I try to achieve the 
‘zing’ by capturing that special mo-
ment of magical light with my cam-
era and then adding my own compo-
sition and colours.

This might be a Scam - How can I tell?
By INGA CLEMENS
Recently one of our members received an email enquiry regarding buy-
ing his artwork. The enquirer had viewed his profile on the Watercolour 
New Zealand artists directory as well as the artist’s website and was in-
terested in buying selected artworks. The enquirer allegedly resided at an 
address in Chisinau, Moldova. After an exchange of emails a scam was 
suspected and the correspondence was suspended. 
We’ve probably all seen some sort of scam in our email inbox - like that 
Nigerian prince offering his inheritance or “You have a virus” tech sup-
port scam. We tend to think we’re way too smart to fall for those cons and 
tell ourselves “That could never happen to me.” Well, according to Micro-
soft, the cost of cyber-crime to the global community is a mind-boggling 
$500 billion US dollars a year. Emails are now being increasingly used 
by hackers, and an estimated one in every 131 emails in 2018 contains a 
malware. This is the highest rate in about five years.

How to recognize a scam 
You will see a typical pattern and phrases that raise a red flag and alert 
you to a scam:
- a generic greeting that doesn’t use your name
- the scammer asks for the web address even though they just contacted 
you through it
- he or she wants to pay only by cheque or money order
- the text says “urgent action required” and expresses interest in immedi-
ate ordering and paying before even selecting an artwork.
- wants to use some private freight/shipping company 
- there’s some complex story involving moving to another country 
- offers overpayments 
- contains a link to an unknown website (use http://scamadviser.com be-
fore clicking on it if you still want to check it out)
- the English is extremely poor. Interestingly, misspelling, mispunctua-
tion, and illiteracy are used as signals by phishers and other scammers 
intentionally to sort out literate recipients — it’s really targeted at the 
semi-literate population who won’t notice the mistakes and will swallow 
the bait whole.

Here are some scam emails we receive over and over again. For some 
reason scammers are not that creative and just use copy-paste!
My name is john Owen from NC. I actually observed my wife has been viewing 
your website on my laptop and i guess she likes your piece of work, shes really an 
artwork lover.I’m also impressed and amazed to have seen your various works too, 
: ) You are doing a great job. I would like to receive further information about your 
piece of work and what inspires you. I am very much interested in the purchase of 
the piece (in subject field above) to surprise my wife. Kindly confirm the availability 
for immediate sales.

•
I am inquiring about your artwork sale in your gallery/studio, if you can ship inter-
nationally to Europe and accept Electronically Visa and Master Card Number/Expiry 
date/Cvv as payment. Let me know so that I can communicate with you on the 
artworks that interest me so that we can proceed and let me have your updated 
web link to your gallery. 

•
Hello, I was looking for some artwork online and I found your contact while search-
ing. I will like to purchase one of your work for my wife as a surprise gift for our 20th 
anniversary. I’ll need pictures and prices of some of your art work which are ready 
for immediate sale within price range of $1,500- $2,500. I hope to hear a lot more 
about any available piece in your inventory ready for immediate sale.

•
Here’s a recent Phishing Scam / Art Exhibition Participation scam 
that goes around on Instagram:
I was just reviewing the Instagram submission you did recently. Based on the quali-
ty of your artwork I would like to invite you to enter our magazine competition! This 
means you will be entered into the next and final selection round of our competi-
tion to be featured in the printed version of the July 2018 edition of the magazine. 
You can view our last 4 editions by clicking here.

Please send me more samples of your work as soon as possible using the 
form in the link below.

https://1340art.formstack.com/forms/competitionq3b1 

Lisa Harris

Curator 1340ART Magazine

•

What You Can Do 
- If you’re suspicious for any reason, try Googling the email address 
of the contact you’re corresponding with or a phrase that looks 
odd. Because scammers send so many art scam emails, chances are 
that the person contacting you is already on a ‘blacklist’ which you 
can find online.
- The plus (“+”) sign can save your inbox from becoming a pit of 
doom:
When you go to the external site you want to sign up for or you 
are asked to enter your e-mail address, add a suffix of a plus sign 
and the name of the service. Add this to the end of your name, 
but before the @ sign. For example: MarieSmith+shoppingonline@
gmail.com
It makes it easy to figure out if someone has sold your details on to 
third parties.
- If an email seems fishy, be wary of providing confidential infor-
mation right away.
- Never ever click on links or open attachments in unsolicited 
emails.
- Always, always think twice before clicking if an email from people 
you know contains an odd-looking link: attackers can actually start 
originating their phishing emails from your contacts. 
- And remember, if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.
Please review your profile on the Watercolour New Zealand artists 
directory now and please let me know if you’d like to remove your 
email address from the listing and keep only websites or facebook 
address and phone numbers. 
Stay alert, stay safe!
Inga Clemens

email: websites@anuko.com
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Competition winners

This is our annual online competition.  Members email a digital image of a painting done during 
the last year. 42 works were submitted in all manner of subjects and styles.  The images were sent 
to the judges who then conferred by email and phone.  They selected these winning paintings:

1st place: (featured on the front cover)
Auckland Viaduct, studio greys by Amanda Brett

See the front cover for the painting, and comments from the judges and Amanda.

The Gordon Harris Online Watercolour Competition 2018
The Online Competition People’s Choice Award

For the first time we have run an online voting system for a People’s Choice Award sponsored by Gordon 
Harris Ltd. Voting was open to members, friends and family and anyone interested in watercolour paintings. 
518 people took the opportunity to study the entries, discuss them and cast their vote. The new online aspect 
appealed to young artists. The first and second placings are young mothers grabbing moments to paint while 
tending to children. Both are in small towns – Otorohanga and Oamaru. The sponsors, Gordon Harris Ltd are 
delighted with the response for this new award.

3rd place:
Parnell at Twilight
by Ginette Wang

Ginette: Street scenes are one of my favourite painting subjects. I have 
left many footprints in Parnell village from my university years. The 
old French patisserie café that I often go to for my quiet reading is long 
gone, but the atmosphere at twilight is still the same. Parnell at twilight 
is to capture that relaxing atmosphere of the soft colourful sky backdrop 
framing the colonial style building in the village with people casually 
strolling along the footpath, which will never change through time in 
my heart.

Judges’ comments: Almost a monotone, using reflections and shad-
ows to give a lively atmospheric scene. The figure-work has been handled 
well, backlighting some figures, and just enough detail to show some ac-
tion around a doorway. The car to the right has been depicted with the 
minimum of brushwork to avoid taking the eye from the central focus of 
the painting. A very satisfying result.

2nd place:
Waikato river on its way to the sea

by Bernadette Parsons

Bernadette: Starting this painting the clouds 
were creating wonderful shadows across a famil-
iar Franklin landscape, a mixture of green grazing 
and typically red cropping land. My challenge was 
standing on the side of the road, to paint fast and 
rough. I wanted to have areas of warm green in the 
middle ground but still show the distance of Port 
Waikato. Luckily I had the red earth to bring me 
forward again. Because of my haste, brushstrokes 
were one attempt, the result of which later, not at 
the time, can bring you such joy. 
Thank you Watercolour New Zealand and Gordon 
Harris Ltd.

Judges’ comments: This painting has employed 
a very lively technique and a very sure brushwork 
to give us a beautiful landscape. The use of light, 
the convincing handling of the passing cloud and 
the deft brushwork unite to give us a great sense 
of vista.
The artist’s skill makes the work look deceptively 
simple, but requires a high degree of skill.

2nd place:
Eager Eye

by Tracey Vickers of Oamaru

Tracey: The subject is my brother’s farm dog waiting eagerly to be 
let out to work. I am a keen photographer and base my paintings on 
my photos. I like to paint in realistic style with careful control. I love 
vibrant colours and watercolour has the “umph!”

 
3rd place:

Auckland Viaduct, studio greys
by Amanda Brett

(featured on the front cover)

1st place:
Toni’s Fur Babies

by Rebecca Ngapo of Otorohanga

Rebecca: I especially loved doing this painting because 
the dog on the left was not happy sharing the limelight 
with her friends. She was sulking and not looking at the 
camera. I painted this as a surprise gift for my friend’s 
daughter. I hadn’t painted anything like this before and 
challenged myself. The result has given me confidence in 
my ability as an artist. Thanks for organising the competi-
tion.



Arthropodium cirratum (Rengarenga, Rock Lilly) (1896)
Canterbury Museum

Apple Blossom (1897)
Collection of Te Whare Runanga o Otautahi

Roses (1920s)
Gift of the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, 1936. Te Papa (1936-0012-255)

Shingaly Moor, Yorkshire
Purchased 1938 with Lindsay Buick Bequest funds. Te Papa (1938-0005-3)

Diamond Harbour (1909)
Christchurch Art Gallery Trust Collection

Old Cottage, Arthur’s Pass (circa 1927)
Gift of the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, 1936. Te Papa (1936-0012-300)

Stocking Glacier from Hooker Valley (circa 1932)
New Zealand, by Margaret Stoddart. 

Gift of the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, 1936. Te Papa (1936-0012-283)

Margaret Stoddart painting from nature
Robert and Barbara Stewart Library and Archives,

Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu
Avenue, Christchurch 8013
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Historic New Zealand

Margaret Stoddart’s oeuvre reflects 
the family, society and culture in 
which she created her art. Her work 
may be grouped into several catego-
ries: botanical illustrations of native 
flora, flower paintings, English and 
European paintings and New Zea-
land landscapes.
Margaret’s generation was the first of 
her family to be born in New Zea-
land. Her mother grew up in Norway 
and was one of 12,000 single women 
to come to New Zealand on an assist-
ed immigration scheme. Her father, 
originally from Scotland, arrived af-
ter 14 years of farming in Australia. 
They married and set up a family 
home in Diamond Harbour, oppo-
site Lyttleton on Banks Peninsula. 
Of the seven children, Margaret had 
a special relationship with her father 
and absorbed his interest in nature. 
The family was close to the land, cul-
tivating a pretty and productive gar-
den and farming sheep. They valued 
education and community service, 
interacted frequently with neigh-
bours, friends and the community 
of Christchurch. Twice, while the 
children were young, the family ven-
tured to England and Norway and 
Margaret learnt of watercolourists 
among her forebears.
When Margaret, aged 17, became a foundation student at the Canterbury 
College School of Art, New Zealand society was taking an active and sup-
portive interest in art. Around 1900 one third of New Zealand’s popula-
tion of just under a million lived in the four main centres, Christchurch, 
Auckland, Dunedin and Wellington. Each city had a public art gallery and 
an art school. These art schools were the fertile ground that produced the 
first generation of New Zealand born artists, including Alfred O’Keeffe, 
Frances Hodgkins and her sister Isabel, Grace Joel, Sydney Thompson, 
Hermina Arndt, Dorothy Kate Richmond, Raymond McIntyre and Mar-
garet Stoddart. 
Among the students attending art classes with Margaret was Kate Shep-
pard, a leader of the suffrage campaign. The role of women was a much 
debated topic. Thomas Bracken spoke the view of many, that women 
should be “the light of the home and genius of the fireside”. However in 
1893, when Margaret was 28, the Electoral Act was passed, granting New 
Zealand women the right to vote in parliamentary elections. She had not 
signed the franchise petition but the political empowerment of women 
must have had a bearing on her future career as a professional artist.
Margaret became skilful in botanic illustrations of native species. Society, 
both here and in England, was taking a keen interest in the indigenous 
plants of New Zealand. After just four years of study, at the age of 21, four 
of her works were accepted for the London Colonial and Indian Exhibi-
tion intended “to stimulate commerce and strengthen the bonds of union 
now existing in every portion of her Majesty’s Empire”. For her precisely 
painted studies, she used watercolour and body colour on buff or dull 
green paper. Susan Worthington, an internationally recognised contem-
porary botanical artist and member of Watercolour New Zealand com-
ments: “White flowers are difficult to paint well as they can so easily look 
dirty. In the painting Rengarenga, Rock Lilly the flowers show up beau-

tifully because Margaret Stoddart has used grey washes/shadows behind 
the flowers.” The garden was a symbol of civilisation in a colony which 
aimed to be another England. The skills acquired in her intricate botani-
cal studies, formed a sound basis for new directions. She painted cherry 
and apple blossoms, and luscious roses. In 1940, six years after Margaret 
died, E. H. McCormick wrote “Miss Stoddart’s roses have become part of 
the tradition of New Zealand painting, as representative of the taste and 
achievement of their time as Gully’s landscapes are of his.” For five decades 
from the 1890s, Margaret Stoddart was New Zealand’s best known painter 
of flowers.
Flowers were seen as the province of women artists. The depiction of spec-
tacular scenery was regarded as masculine territory. Margaret made two 
trips to the Chatham Islands, travelled into the alpine valleys and to the 
West Coast. On these trips she painted landscapes. But it was during her 
time in England and Europe that she developed this art.
Margaret had been interacting with a network of women artists, some of 
whom had left for Australia or England. At the age of 35 she faced the chal-
lenge and sailed. During the next nine years her style of painting and her 
subjects changed. She based herself in Cornwall among a group of artists 
who liked to paint en plein air, took lessons from locals and abroad. Mar-
garet wrote “I think there is no place like Cornwall ….. you have the most 
magnificent sea coasts and bleak mining country, which almost reminds 
one of parts of New Zealand, except for the ruined smoke stacks. In some 
districts the aspect of the country is like a garden in spring.” During the 
summers she made trips to France, Switzerland, Italy and other parts of 
Britain. Her paintings became more tonal, more impressionistic and some 
evoked the sombre atmosphere of an English winter. Areas of light were 
worked over washes using body colour. Her brush strokes became looser 
and more vigorous. Frances Hodgkins visited Margaret in Cornwall and 
commented disparagingly “her old vigour & freshness has given place to 
woolliness & want of form – which she seems to have lost in her searching 
after tones & values.” In 1906 Margaret gave up what Frances termed the 
“precarious struggle with one’s brush” and returned to New Zealand. 
She lived in Diamond Harbour with her mother and sisters. She may have 
intended to return to England, but in 1909 when her sister died in child-
birth, Margaret and another sister took over care of the baby. In this period 
Margaret painted vibrant pictures of their home, Godley House, its gar-
dens and the harbour. Her mother died two years later in 1911, and in 1914 
they moved to live in Christchurch. Margaret was now 53. Living in the 
city gave her new subjects to paint – beautiful public parks and gardens, 
beaches and views of the plains and the Southern Alps. She ventured into 
the back country with fellow artists. She was determined to continue in 
the impressionistic style she had learned abroad. She simplified the shapes 
in her composition, often placing rocks and scrub as a foreground, with 
a strong mid-ground set against a background of mountains. She painted 
the colours of the territory and the feel of the day. Her work exudes con-
fidence. She seems to be painting for her own enjoyment, rather than ca-
tering to public taste. In the late 1920s James Shelley, a Christchurch art 
critic who sensed the emergence of a national art, wrote “She surprises us 
anew every year in her strong and biting grip of things. In her landscapes 
she has long since thrown aside the search for prettiness and has evolved 
for herself a method by which the very primeval elements of nature seem 
to be laid bare.” 
Margaret Stoddart first exhibited at the age of 17 and was still exhibiting 
when she died in 1934. During that time she had paintings hung in over 
175 exhibitions, in London, Birmingham, Cornwall, Paris as well as Aus-
tralia and across New Zealand.

Sources:
Flowers into Landscape, Margaret Stoddart 1865 – 1934 by Julie King
The Big Picture, A history of New Zealand art from 1642 by Hamish Keith

From Botanic Illustration to Impressionism
Margaret Stoddart (1865 – 1934)
By SUE WILD



Welly Weather
by Jacky Pearson

The Art of Painting by Daniel Reeve

Greg Allen painting until sunset

The Kaikoura Art Society
On 11 November 2016, the Kaikoura Art Society mounted a special exhi-
bition to celebrate its 60 year anniversary. The Society was formed in 1955 
with renowned artist Cora Wilding at the forefront. Three days after the 
opening an earthquake of magnitude 7.8 (Mw) struck. The exhibition was 
destroyed and with it the society. Members were shocked and their days 
filled with preoccupations other than art. The society lost its rooms.
Last year twenty people met to resurrect the society. A committee was 
formed, with Larry Field as President and nine women who call them-
selves “Larry’s Soldiers”! Member Wendy Smith is the daughter of re-
nowned artist Aston Greathead and an excellent pastellist. The Kaikoura 
Library is supporting the society by donating a wall for ongoing exhibi-
tion of twelve paintings as the society rebuilds.
When a Watercolour New Zealand Safari group visited, the society 
members welcomed us munificently, keen to show the social and physi-
cal beauty of Kaikoura. We appreciated their generosity and wish them a 
great future. 
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WorkshopsKaikoura Safari
To book a workshop or request further information:

Email: bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

GO WITH THE FLOW
Tutor: Jacky Pearson
Watercolour is the most versatile of all the mediums. Beautiful light effects and 
flowing washes are achieved by loose and bold brush strokes and a good knowledge 
of control of pigment and water.  Come and brush up on your skills using a variety of 
subjects: a wet street scene including figures and cars and natural landscape. Jacky will 
demonstrate techniques step by step and give you plenty of time to practice. Generally 
you will paint a full painting each day with build-up exercises each morning.

Weekend Workshop                                     Class: 2018/4

Dates:  18–19 August 2018, 9:30am–5:00pm
Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Level: Intermediate to experienced
Fee:  $175

PUSHING BOUNDARIES IN WATERCOLOUR
Tutor: Svetlana Orinko

Weekend Workshop                                     Class: 2018/3

Dates:  9–10 June 2018, 9:30am–5:00pm
Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Level: Some experience with watercolour is preferred
Fee:  $175

Tutor: Daniel Reeve
World-renowned calligrapher Daniel Reeve will take your calligraphy to the next level 
in a one-day workshop tailored to the abilities of the students. For this first workshop 
of its kind, we will focus on italics and uncials, and the techniques for combining 
calligraphy and watercolour.
Date:  24 June 2018, 9:30am–5:00pm
Venue:  Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Level: All levels
Fee:  $95

THIS WORKSHOP IS FULL

CALLIGRAPHY One Day Workshop, in association with Karori Arts and Crafts Centre

To book THIS workshop or request further information:
Email: karoriarts.crafts@xtra.co.nz or phone (04) 476-6817

Report on Greg Allen workshops
By TOM VAN BODEGRAVEN
I just want to say how much I enjoyed the three-day course with Greg 
at your excellent venue. Greg is not only brilliant as an artist with his 
vast knowledge of theory and practice, but he is also a master in teach-
ing. This is not a common combination at all. Imparting knowledge to 
others is not a simple thing. I was so impressed with his boundless en-
ergy and enthusiasm. Nothing was too much or difficult for him dur-
ing these three days. I have learned so much as a result of the course. 
I have now so much to work on and to bring new understandings into 
practice. My mind has not stopped buzzing as a result of Greg’s teach-
ing.  Thanks for organising a course of such calibre.

Greg’s second workshop was outdoors, painting Wellington harbour. 
The sun obliged! But … for the first two days was accompanied by 
gale force winds which even lunged into ‘sheltered’ Scorching Bay. 
Greg was not deterred, 
even when his easel 
was blown in two. He 
loves to teach and has 
a thinking-man’s take 
on special techniques 
which he shares gener-
ously. Day 3 rewarded 
us with a perfect day. 
Greg painted until sun-
set! Thanks Greg!

Beating Drizzle
Report by SUE WILD
It defies logic! 18 artists gathered for three days of painting in the great 
outdoors. The clouds drizzled all day, all night. The 18 artists still had a 
great time. How could that be?
Fortunately the rain fell vertically - there was no wind. Light drizzle can 
add texture without totally obliterating colour. Necessity is the mother 
of invention. You could paint under the back flap of your car or push 
your umbrella handle down the front of your jacket and crouch under its 
shelter. You could dry your first wash under the car dashboard with the 
heater on full or follow Brian Baxter’s crazy example and use a gas-fired 
blow torch!
You could use a tablet, iPad or even a phone to paint from reference pho-
tos snapped en route to Kaikoura, or get fast prints from the local Paper 
Plus.
But most importantly to our enjoyment, the folk of the Kaikoura Art So-
ciety were incredibly welcoming and generous. On arrival we gathered in 
a local hall, where tables were laid with white cloths and bowls of flowers 
and a feast of delicious homemade treats was served by Wendy Smith, 
Kathy O’Loughlin and their friends. President Larry Field organised with 
the Kaikōura Primary School for us to use their hall in adverse weather, 
which meant all three days. The principal was most enthusiastic about our 
presence. It fitted with the current school theme of Adventures in Colour 
and groups of children came through to see artists at work and appreciate 
the growing gallery of paintings. 
Our people came from Ashburton in the south to Dannevirke in the north 
and included 80 year old Barbara Jaine, delightful young Chinese immi-
grant Weihong Jiang and a number of first-time safari-goers. Everyone 
made new friends and encouragement was the essence of the gathering. 
On the last night we were treated to a visit to the home of Larry and Mit-
suyo on the peninsula above the town. We were delighted to see Mitsuyo’s 
unique jewellery pieces and Larry’s impressive astronomical observatory.
Larry had produced maps of the area with 22 numbered locations for 
painting the fabulous Kaikoura sea, rocky shore and mountains. We used 
only a fraction as the mountains and horizon hid in mist. So, we will re-
turn on a future Sunshine Safari!

Congratulations to Barbara Jaine
Ashburton member Barbara Jaine is celebrating her 80th birth-
day with a solo exhibition of 65 paintings to be held in the 
Ashburton Art Gallery from 6 August to 1 September 2018.  
Barbara’s flowers and landscapes reflect her passion for nature.  
Congratulations on an impressive Celebr8ion, Barbara!
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This Issue: May June 18 ON SALE NOW!
Next Issue: July August 18

featuring Gabby McKenzie, Jack McDonald,  
Martha Mitchell, McGregor Allen, Nick Morte  

and Tatyana Kulida. 
On Sale in the first week of July
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PASTEL PIECES
with Kathryn Millard
Part 5

DEMONSTRATION
Acrylic Pouring Techniques
by Evan Woodruffe

FOCUS ON
Terry Fergusson

Leonard Victor Mitchell

Events Monthly Painting Group – ‘MPG’
The outdoor painting sessions have a co-ordinator for each group.  If you would like 
to be on the email list for reminder and update, please email the co-ordinator:
 • Wellington – A new co-ordinator is to be appointed
 • Kapiti – Audrey Moore - jandamooreln@gmail.com

WELLINGTON GROUP    10:00am – 12:15pm    Coordinator: Please refer to the list below
Date Day coordinator Painting location Café

24 June Dianne Taylor Karaka Bay Scorchorama
29 July Phil Dickson Pauatahanui Village Ground Up Café
26 August Lynne Crooks Hikoikoi Reserve           * Tutored session Ripe Café

KAPITI GROUP    10:00am – 12:15pm    Coordinator: Audrey Moore (04) 9046382
Date Painting location Café / picnic lunch

3 June Ruth Pretty’s, School Road, Te Horo Food at the venue
1 July Kirsty Faulkner’s garden, 115 Kaitawa Rd (off Otaki Gorge Rd) Bring own lunch
5 August River end of Queens Road, Waikanae Beach Local café
2 Sept Vicki Botha’s garden   Manu Grove Waikanae Local café

OTHER DATES for your Diary
9 – 10 June Workshop with Christchurch tutor, Svetlana Orinko – fully booked
Sunday 24 June Calligraphy workshop with Daniel Reeve - details on page 11
Sunday 1st July to Thursday 5th July Five Day Watercolour Challenge – details on page 2
18–19 August Workshop with Wairarapa artist Jacky Pearson - details on page 11

Full details of location (directions), painting subject and café are listed on the
Watercolour New Zealand website www.watercolournewzealand.nz


